
363-367 Francis Street 
Yarraville, Victoria, 3013 

Tel. 9315 3855 Melboume Reefer Services 
Fax.93153854 

Mobile: 0433 424 420 
Email: mrs1@bigpond.com.au 

Tuesday, 21 June 2011 

Australian Competition & Consumer Commission 
Att: Anna Giannakos 
Lvi 35/360 Elizabeth St. 
Melbourne, VIC, 3001 

RE: Port Melbourne Container pty Ltd exclusive dealing Notification N 95413 
- Interested parties consultation 

I would like to make a submission on likely public benefits, effect on competition or other public 
detriment from the proposed conduct listed above. 

Below are a number of benefits industry will see as a result of the implementation of the 
"Containerchain" initiative as detailed in the notification listed on your wed-site under Port Melbourne 
Containers. 

Public Benefit 

• 	 Ability for Empty Container Park to meet its legal obligations under new Load Manager and 
Fatigue Management Laws. (refer Vicroads). 

• 	 Greater information visibility to industry stakeholders to make a better informed decision on 
how to utilize their assets. 

• 	 Less impact on the environment as trucks are used in a more efficient manner. 
• 	 Improved traffic flows. By providing a more efficient system, it will reduce the trucks queued out 

on streets waiting for access to a container park. (refer Victoria Police) 
• 	 Paperless transactions providing greater efficiencies in moving trucks through the depot faster. 

Trucks are not left idling while attending the office to process paperwork. 500 trucks per day 
idling for 5 minutes each while they process paperwork manually cannot be good for pollution. 

• 	 Linking industry together through the "Containerchain" web portal will provide paperless link to 
wharfs for more efficient empty container transaction through the Port of Melboume. 

• 	 SMS I Email alert message system (live since November 2010) providing live instant 
information from a container depot if it can foresee any problems with its operation, such as 
forklift breakdowns, changed traffIC conditions etc. Rather than the truck driving all the way to 
the depot only to have his fleet controller decide he can't afford that truck to wait as their is an 
urgent job waiting, the fleet controller upon receipt of the Email or SMS alert, could have re
directed that truck earlier. This would save time, fuel costs, pollution and less traffic congestion. 

• 	 Less traffic congestion around empty container parks that share roads with local residents will 
also have less an impact on those local residents. Noise and diesel fuel emissions can be 
reduced due to more efficient use and processing of trucks. 
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Effect on Competition 

• 	 Empty Container Park (ECP) and Transport Operators (TO) will still compete on the same 
level as they would have prior to the implementation to Containerchain. 

Public Detriment 

• 	 My examination of the Containerchain initiative over the I'ast 6-8 month has not revealed any 
significant detriment. Obviously there is a cost involved in supply and maintaining the system, 
which industry will bear. However, there are a number of benefits and cost saving methods 
built into the system, in particularly to Transport Operators who will see the greatest cost 
saving benefit out of this initiative. A truck can cost from $1 .80 to $2.40 per minute to operate. 
If efficiency in the supply chain can improve by only 5 minutes per truck, that equates to $9.00 
to $19.20 cost saving per truck. 

The emergence of this initiative into the landside container logistics landscape will provide significant 
benefits to the following stakeholders: 

Containerchain. I Maximas Benefits to Melboume Reefer Services (MRS) 

1. 	 The Maximas/Containerchain initiative provides a web based portal for sharing 
information to all industry stakeholder. Containerchain is linked to Maximas container 
park operating system which feeds the container chain web portal, all the information 
required 

2. 	 Maxmias can provide the Pre-receival advice (PRA) link now required from Patrick 
Terminals to pre book containers at the wharf to allow faster paperless entry. 

3. 	 Maximas can provide MRS with Paperless transactions to allow trucks to enter and exit 
MRS without the need for the driver to attend the office, saving time for transport 
companies and increasing efficiency and productivity. 

4. 	 Containerchain increases the information visibility which will reduce phone calls to MRS 
checking releases and check container dehire dates etc. This will also save time and 
money transport companies as their fleet controllers will have this information at their 
finger tips rather than making phone calls to various depots all day long chasing 
information. 

5. 	 Notification system allows MRS to foresee and plan it days according to the number of 
notifications received. Planning staff annual leave and forklift servicing becomes less of a 
hindrance on operations as we will be notified of proposed truck arrivals and can plan 
maintenance around peak time so there is no effect on service. 

6. 	 Transport operators will save on futile trip costs. The notification system will provide 
better information visibility on what transaction the transport operator wished to make and 
if there are any problems with that transaction, then the operator will know in advance 
and save sending a truck to the depot for nothing. 

7. 	 Transport operators will save costs on trucks sitting in queues. Once they make a 
notification the system will show green or red letting the transport operator know how 
busy that depot is. This arms the transport operator with the knowledge to make a 
commercial decision to send that truck or will it be better utilized somewhere else. 

8. 	 EDI FTP protocol improved EDI message flow to customers. 
9. 	 SMS I email Message alert system to transport operators to advise them of any operation 

issues or other valued information they may need to aid in making better decisions on 
how to use their vehicles. 
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Container Transport Operators 

1. 	 Eliminate the requirement for a paper handover to retum the container to the empty park. This 
means less time consumed for fleet controller to look for Delivery orders and either fax them to 
depots or ensure each driver has a copy. 

2. 	 Expedite the service a driver receives when they arrive at the container park. Paperless 
transaction together with a more efficient service through container parks means drivers spend 
more time delivering freight than waiting in queues and processing paperwork. 

3. 	 Electronic container retum receipts will automatically email a receipt to the transport operator, 
therefore knowing exactly when and what their driver delivered and to where. 

4. 	 Real time flexible notification system. This system allows transport operators (T.O) to pre-notify 
their intended arrival into and Emtpy Container Park (ECP). This provides the ECP with an 
indicator on how many trucks they expect to see at a given time and can allocate resources 
accordingly. It also shows the T.O how busy the depot is at a given time and can make a more 
informed decision on the benefits of sending the truck at that time. 

5. 	 Minimise truck queuing. Less traffic, Noise and air pollution. 
6. 	 Greater confidence and reliability in estimating the time and the cost of returning or picking up 

empty containers. 
7. 	 Eliminate "futile trips" to Empty Parks 
8. 	 Eliminate telephone calls to container parks. 
9. 	 Better management control of "driver fatigue" 
10. 	Better asset utilisation 
11. 	Reduced operating costs 
12. 	 Improved reliability in service levels to their clients 
13. 	The ability to access statisticall reports relating to their truck visits and bookings to the Empty 

Parks 
14. 	Container and release number search capability 
15. 	Information integrity 

Empty Container Parks 

1. 	 A vehicle notification system integrated into the Empty Park operating system 
2. 	 Proactive management of truck queuing 
3. 	 The improved efficiency of the "Gate In" process 
4. 	 Improved intemal forklift operations by providing systematic work allocation and inventory 

visibility to a robust, built for purpose, interactive computer screen within the cab of the forklift 
5. 	 The instantaneous capture of container survey through hand held "Mobile Data Devices" in to 

the Container Park operating system, including digital photo capture of any container damage. 
6. 	 The ability to instantaneously capture the "status" change of a container as it progresses 

through the repair workshop 
7. 	 Improved container inventory information 
8. 	 The ability to automatically communicate information through Containerchain to the relevant 

stakeholder in the container supply chain 
9. 	 The ability to automatically "revenue capture" at each stage where a "service" is performed 

within the Empty Park 
10. 	Management reports 
11. 	"Digital dash boards" providing "live" Empty Park operations and financial data 
12. 	The ability to publish and broadcast "after hours" opening 
13. 	The ability to communicate Empty Park "operational issues" directly with the Container 

Transport Operators who have impending bookings 
14. 	Many more features and benefits 
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Shipping Lines 

1. 	 Much improved inventory visibility 
2. 	 Pre advisement of expected empty container retum date and time 
3. 	 Instantaneous receipt of Electronic repair quotes with the ability to receive digital photos of 

reported container damage 

Importers and Exporters 

1. 	 Greater reliability and visibility of the empty container retum and pick up 
2. 	 Reduced costs associated with truck demurrage 
3. 	 Reduced costs associated with container detention 

Local Communities 

1. 	 Reduced truck queuing at Empty Parks. 
2. 	 Less road congestion, noise and air pollution. 

Container Shipping Tennlnal 

1. 	 Integrated information exchange with 1-Stop relating to empty container "Bulk Runs" and 
pre-receival advice. 

Port Authorities and Government Agencies 

1. 	 Statistical data on industry performance. 

I hope this information is in the format you are looking for. If you would like any further information, 

please do not hesitate to contact me. 


'Kind regards, 


Leigh Taylor, 

General Manager, 

Melboume Reefer Services. 



